FULL ACCESS
EDGE

Nest Full Access Edge
At a quick glance, all cabinets look pretty much the same. We invite you to take a closer look.
Compare Nest Home Cabinetry full-access construction to typical face-frame cabinetry and see the value.
NEST FULL ACCESS CABINET

FULL ACCESS
A full-access, or frameless, cabinet has no frame
attached to the face of the cabinet. Doors visually
cover the entire face of the cabinet (true full
overlay) and attach to the inside of the cabinet with
adjustable, clip-on, concealed hinges.

TYPICAL FRAMED CABINET

We proudly offer state-of-the-art drawer systems,
each with Blum® soft close, full-extension glides:
Wood Dovetail Drawers and Pull-outs, Metal
Drawers and Pull-outs, and Metal Drawers with
Touch-To-Open.

A face frame reduces the depth of the cabinet,
and requires narrower drawer boxes, stealing
storage space. Many manufacturers offer halfdepth shelves with limited adjustability.

More storage, fewer fillers and better design. We’ll
modify most cabinets, for no charge, up to the next
standard-size cabinet. Also at no charge: visible
Finished Ends, and Finished Interiors on cabinets
that have doors with glass or no doors at all.

Soft close drawer glides are commonly
available, but typically for an upcharge.
Integral soft close door hinges are not
always offered, especially without extra cost.

We provide designer wood stain and paint colors
(custom paint colors, too!), glazes and special
combinations: Aged, Rubbed, Vintage, Heritage,
Worn, Linen and Sangria...at low upcharges. Topcoat with fine-furniture Low Sheen at no charge.

Some construction leaves raw materials on
the vulnerable backs and bottoms of base
cabinets. Some use a covering of paper or
vinyl which can peel, or veneer which is not
moisture-resistant.

EARTH GENTLE

AMERICAN MADE
Framed cabinets offer a “full-overlay” style,
but the frame is still visible around the edges
of the door. In some cases, you can request
flush sides and floors, for an upcharge, but
there may still be a seam.

PERFORMANCE CONSTRUCTION
Choose All-Plywood or EPP-Certified Engineered
Furniture Core construction. Both are durable and
strong. 5/8˝-thick, machine-fitted back panels provide structural integrity and make for easier installation. Sturdy, 3/4˝-thick shelves use metal shelf clips.

We are certified to the KCMA Environmental
Stewardship Program and comply with strict
CARB II standards.

Face frames create a lip around the cabinet
opening and catch dirt as you try to wipe it
away.

CLEAN, MODERN BUILD
Only full access cabinets are built with true fulloverlay styling and seamless, flush sides and
floors. Our frameless design offers the cleanest,
most modern look available and demands tight
tolerances with precision alignment.

A dovetailed drawer box is very common on
framed cabinetry and metal drawer boxes
are growing in popularity; however product
quality and features can vary greatly.

Modifications are not allowed with stock
cabinet lines, but built-to-order lines often
offer modifications for an additional charge.

PREMIUM FURNITURE FINISHES

EASY CLEANING
Melamine is easy to clean, moisture- and scratchresistant, and resistant to bacteria. With no frame,
cabinets are easily wiped clean.

Framed cabinets are best suited for wood
door styles.

CUSTOM MODIFICATIONS

MOISTURE PROTECTION
To protect our cabinets against moisture we
cover tops, bottoms and sides, inside and out,
with moisture-resistant, thermally-fused melamine.
Cabinet end panels are edgebanded on front, back,
bottom, and top edges.

Your Nest full-access kitchen can be traditional,
contemporary or anything in between. Choose
from Wood, Deluxe Veneer, UltraLux, Thermofoil,
Textured Melamine, Eurotek Veneer, Stainless Steel,
Aluminum and more.

TYPICAL FRAMED CABINET

STATE-OF-THE-ART DRAWER SYSTEMS

SOFT CLOSE DOORS AND DRAWERS
No more slamming doors and drawers. Our
standard drawers and doors have state-of-the-art
Blum® hardware with soft close action built in.

DESIGN STYLES

A frame, often with a vertical piece in the
center, is applied to the face of a framed
cabinet. It is always visible, in some amount,
around the door. Concealed or exposed
hinges attach the doors to the frame.

MORE STORAGE SPACE
With no face frames to take up space, our cabinet
and drawer interiors are larger. Add full-depth, fullyadjustable shelves and our cabinets provide up to
15% more storage space.

NEST FULL ACCESS CABINET

Nest Home Cabinetry is manufactured in Liberty,
North Carolina, in the heart of the country’s
furniture manufacturing industry, from domestically
and globally sourced components.

100-YEAR WARRANTY
Many lines offer choices of construction
materials; some greener than others. Back
panels can be 1/4˝- or 3/8˝-thick, limiting
installation screw placement. Still, framed
cabinetry can cost more than frameless.

We warrant to the original purchaser that our
products will be free from manufacturer defects for
100 years from the date of purchase.

Framed cabinets are mostly available with
wood doors, and offered in a nice selection
of finishes. Low sheen is a rare, and usually
a charged, option found mostly on custom
cabinetry.

800.803.2315
nesthomecabinetry.com
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